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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the asymptotic behavior of bounded solutions 
of the integro-differential equation 
where a, g, and f are prescribed real-valued functions. We assume throughout 
that 
An important special case of (1.1) is the convolution equation 
(1.2) 
x’(t) + Lt W - 4 g(44) dT = f (4, O<t<co, 
(1.3) 
x(0) = x0 
which has been studied extensively by several authors. 
Assuming (1.2), the hypothesis on the kernel b(t) in (1.3), important 
for the present generalization, was (see [3, 51) 
b(t) E C[O, CD), (-l)%(“)(t) > 0 (0 < t < 00, k = 0, 1,2, 3), 
b(t) + WV, 
(1.4) 
with the conclusion that g@(t)) --P 0 as t -+ 00. This was weakened to 
b(t) ELl(0, l), (-l)%‘k’(t) > 0 (0 < t < co, k = 0, 1,2), 
w + b(m) 
(1.5) 
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by Londen [6] and using a different technique he obtained the same con- 
clusion. Earlier Hannsgen [2] applied the technique of [5] to kernels b(t) 
satisfying 
49 EWO, 11, 
b(t) >, 0, b(t) is convex and decreasing, 
the measure &‘(t) is not purely singular 
U-6) 
and obtained the same conclusion. (He also discusses the behavior of solutions 
of (1.3) in the case that the measure &‘(t) has no absolutely continuous 
component.) 
It was Levin [4] who observed that the technique of [3, 51 rests not on 
the convolution nature of (1.3), but rather on the sign changes in the 
derivatives of b(t). He then extended the technique of [5] to Eq. (1 .l). 
It is the purpose of this paper to generalize the method of Londen [6] 
and apply it to (l.l), thereby extending the results of Levin [4]. We also 
obtain some results for (1.1) for the special case a(t, T) = y(t) c(7) b(t - r) 
and thereby extend the results of [8, 91. 
This paper is based on a part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis written at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, under the supervision of Professor 
J. A. Nohel. 
2. STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The following theorem is our principal result. 
THEOREMS. LetR={(t,~)~O<t<cqO<~<t)andassumethat 
the folloeoing hypotheses are satisjied: 
(i) a(t, T) is a real-valued function defined for (t, T) E R, a(t, 0) 2 0 
for t > 0, Pa(t, 0) -+ 0 as t --+ 0+, for each Jixed t > 0, (t - T) a(t, T) -+ 0 
as 7 -+ t-, for each t > 0, si 1 a(t, T)I dT < 00, and for every T > 0, 
j; j; 1 a(t, T)I dT dt < ~0. 
(ii) a,(t, 0) E C(0, co), a,(t, 0) < 0 for t > 0, and 
t-11 Jo1 t2at(t, 0) dt < co. 
(iii) aT(t, T) E C(R), u,(t, T) > 0 for (t, T) E R, for ahmst every 7, 
0 < T < Co, (t - T)” f&(t, T) + 0 US t --f T+, and fW every T > 0, 
?- 
ss 
t (t - T) U,(t, T) dT dt < Co. 
0 0 
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(iv) at7(t, T) E C(R), a,,(t, r) < 0 fm (t, T) E R, and for eerery T > 0, 
(-1) J; J; (t - T)” a&, 7) dT dt < co. 
(v) There is an l > 0 such that lim supt+, St”-, (t - T) a,(t, T) dT < oc). 








lim sup u,(t, t - l ) dt < co, 
v--Q Y 
Ufld 
lim sup (-1) I”‘” I”-’ (t - T) at,(t, T) dT dt < Co. 
ll+a Y 0 
(vii) For ewery 7 > 0, lim inf,,, (-1) St”-, (t - T)” ut7(t, T) dT > 0. 
(viii) (1.2) is sutzkjed. 
(ix) x(t) is a ZocuZZy absolutely continuous function which sutisjies (1.1) 
u.e. for 0 < t < 00 and supo(t<m j x(t)] < a3. 
Then g@(t)) -+ 0 us t + CQ, and if limt,co u(t, 0) > 0, then 
In hypotheses (ii), (iii), and (iv) we use the notation a,(& 0) = du(t, O)/dt, 
U,(t, T) = h(t, T)/a T, and ut,(t, T) = (a/at)(au(t, T)/~T). Hypotheses (v) and 
(vi) place restrictions on the behavior of u(t, T) and its partial derivatives 
when 7 is close to t. Kernels u(t, T) which are identically equal to a constant 
are excluded by (vii); an example was presented in [4] which further 
illustrates the necessity of (vii). In regard to (ix) we are not assuming that 
(1.1) has a unique solution nor that every solution is bounded, but we only 
treat the asymptotic behavior of bounded solutions. 
The next theorem tells us when we can conclude that also x’(t) - f(t) -+ 0 
as t--t co. 
THEOREM 2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 be satisfied and, in addition, 
suppose 
(x) a,&, 0) 2 0 for t > 0; 
(xi) for each 6 > 0, there is a constant P = P(8) such that 
lim sup (-1) s’-’ (t - T) Ut7(t, T) dT < 6; 
t-m 0 
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(xii) there are constants M > 0, P’ > 0 such that 
lim sup 
t--l s 
t:s (t - T) a,(t, T) dr < MS for all S > P’; 
(xiii) there is a constant K > 0 such that for each S > P’ (P’ given 
by (xii)) there is a constant P” = P”(S) such that y > x > P” implies that 
s: a(t, t - S) dt < K(y - x) and jz a,(t, t - S) dt < K(y - x). 
Then we haoe $ a(t, ~)g(x(~)) dT + 0 as t --f co. 
Kernels which satisfy the hypotheses of [4, Theorem l] also satisfy the 
hypotheses of our Theorem 1, but not necessarily those of Theorem 2. 
Nevertheless, the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 apply to more general 
kernels than those of [4] and this leads to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be dejined as in Theorem 1 and let i? = {(t, T) 1 
0 < t < co, 0 < 7 < t}. Suppose that (vii), (viii), and (ix) of Theorem 1 
are satis$ed and, in addition, assume 
(xiv) a(4 T) E qg, a(4 T) E C2(R), a(4 T> z 0, a&, T> < 0, at&, T) 2 0, 
a&, T) > 0, ad at7(t, T) < 0 for (t, T) E R; 
(xv) SUMACS+, a(4 t) < M and SUP~S~<~ C-1) .fi a&, 7) dT < K fOy 
some constants M and K. 
Then g(x(t)) -+ 0 and x’(t) -f(t) -+ 0 as t + co. 
Our proofs of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are based on the following lemma. 
It is this lemma which generalizes the technique of [6]. 
LEMMA. Let R be defined as in Theorem 1. Suppose 
(xvi) a(t, T) is a real-valuedfunction deJned for (t, T) E R, t2a(t, 0) --+ 0 
ast+O+,andforeweryT>O,~~~~Ia(t,T)1dTdt<al; 
(xvii) a,(& 0) E C(0, 00) and $ t2 1 a,(t, O)l dt < co; 
(xviii) for almost every t, 0 < t < co, a,(& T) is a continuous function 
of 7 fOY 0 < 7 < t and (t - T) a(t, T) + 0 a.3 7 + t-; 
(xix) for ahOSt every 7, 0 < 7 < m, at7(t, T) iS a cOntinUOUS fUnCtiOn 
Of t for 7 < t < Co and (t - T)” a,(& T) + 0 as t + T+; 
T > 0, 
s; j; (t(xx),)efiola,,(;y dT dt < Co. 
si ji (t - T) 1 a,(t, T)I dT dt < co and 
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Then for every T > 0 and for every function v(t) E L*[O, T] we have 
a(t, T) V(T) dT dt 
= +a( T, 0) [JOT $4 ds] ’ - t [ a& 0) [l ~(4 ds] 2 dt 
+ B LT a,(T, ~1 [ LT $4 ds] 2 dT 
-4 SOOT lotac(t, T) [I” v(s) ds]’ dT dt. (24 7 
In Theorems 1, 2, and 3 we have assumed the existence of a bounded 
solution of (1.1). Theorem 4 below gives a set of sufficient conditions under 
which (1.1) has a solution x(t) E Lm(O, co), and applies to more general 
kernels than those considered so far. 
DEFINITION 1. A real-valued function a(t, T) satisfying, for every T > 0, 
jz s: j a(t, T)I dT dt < 00 is said to be of positive type if for every function 
v(t) E C[O, T] we have s: v(t) j-i a(t, T) v(T) dT dt >, 0. 
In [l, 7, 8, 91 a function b(t) E L&,(0, co) is of positive type if 
si v(t) sl b(t - T) v(T) dT dt > 0 for every T > 0 and every function 
v(t) E CIO, T]. Definition 1 extends the concept of positivity to functions 
of two variables. The Lemma above shows that if a(t, T) satisfies hypotheses 
(i)-(iv) of Theorem 1, then a(t, T) is of positive type. 
THEOREM 4. Let (1.2) be satisjed and suppose 
(xxi) a(t, T) is a function of positive type and for every T > 0, 
ji $, 1 U(t, T)I dT dt < co; 
(xxii) there is a constant K > 0 so that 1 g(x)1 < K[l + 1 G(x)l], where 
G(x) = Jzg(5) d5, inf-oo<r<m G(x) > -co, and limsupl,l,, G(x) = co. 
Then there is a locally absolutely continuous function x(t) which satisfies 
(1.1) a.e. for 0 < t < co and x(t) E Lm(O, co). Also every solution x(t) of 
(1.1) satisfies x(t) ELm(O, 00). 
In [8] an analog of Theorem 4 is proven for Eq. (1.3) and our proof is 
similar. 
In order to illustrate the usefulness of Theorems 1 and 2 let us restrict 
ourselves to kernels of the form 
U(t, T) = y(t) C(T) b(t - T). (2.2) 
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If the conditions 
C(T) E Cl[O,aI), d”‘(T) > 0 (0 < 7 < co, I2 = 0, l), 
c(m) < 00, sup c’(7) < cc 
are satisfied, then a(t, T), given by (2.2), satisfies the relevant hypotheses of 
Theorems 1 and 2. A kernel satisfying (2.3) may be considered as a perturba- 
tion of the kernel y(c0) C(W) b(t - T). If we retain the hypotheses on b(t) 
in (2.3) and assume that 
y(t) E cyo, co), (-1)‘“y’yt) > 0 (0 < t < CD, k = 0, l), 
lim sup t2y’(t) > -co, t-m 
C(T) E cl[o, a), #(T) 2 0 (0 < 7 < 00, k = 0, I), 
sup c’(7) < 00, lim sup y(t) c(t) < co, 
0G<m t-m 
(2.4) 
lim inf y(t) c(t) > 0, 
t+m 
then a(t, T), given by (2.2), satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. In (2.4) 
we do not require that c(T) be bounded, which distinguishes (2.4) from 
(2.3). Other examples of kernels which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 
can be easily constructed. 
Kernels of the form (2.2) which satisfy (2.3) are a special case of more 
general kernels for which the conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid. If y(t) = 
c(t) EG 1, b(t) is a kernel of strictly positive type and x(t) is a bounded 
uniformly continuous solution of (1.3), the recent work of Nohel and Shea 
[8] and Staffans [9] shows that g(x(t)) ---f 0 as t -+ 00. 
DEFINITION 2. A function b(t) EL~,,(O, co) is said to be of strictly positive 
type if there is a function u(t) ~Lr(0, co) satisfying jr cos(cut) u(t) dt > 0 
(-cc < 01 < co) such that b(t) - u(t) is of positive type. 
The techniques of [8, 91 rely heavily on the convolution nature of (1.3) 
and are based on Fourier transform theory rather than the sign changes 
of the derivatives of b(t). Nevertheless their results can be extended to 
nonconvolution kernels of the form (2.2). This extension is our last result, 
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and it should be observed that the proof of Theorem 5 is independent 
of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let a(t, T) be of the form (2.2), let (1.2) be satisfied and 
suppose 
Wii) y(t) b 0, y(t) is a nonincreasing, locally absolutely continuous 
function for 0 < t < 00 and y(m) > 0; 
(xxiv) C(T) E C[O, co) and C(T) is of b ou e variation on the interval nd d 
0 < 7 < co, limr+m c(7) # 0; 
(xxv) b(t) l Ll(0, l), b(t) is of strictly positive type, and b(t) is of bounded 
variation on the interval 1 < t < co; 
(xxvi) there is a function x(t) satisfying (1.1) for 0 < t < 0~) such that 
x(t) E Lqo, co). 
Then g(x(t)) --+ 0 us t -+ 03. 
The existence of a bounded solution in Theorem 5 may be deduced 
from Theorem 4 if we assume that c(7) b(t - 7) is a function of positive 
type, because it is easy to show that then y(t) C(T) b(t - T) is also of positive 
type* 
3. PROOF OF THE LEMMA 
Fix E > 0. By (xviii), for almost every t, a(t, T) is an absolutely continuous 
function of 7 for E < T < t - E. Also j’i v(s) ds is an absolutely continuous 
function of 7 for 0 < 7 < t. Thus, integrating by parts, we have 
I’-’ a(t, T) V(T) dr = -a(t, t - E) j-1. v(s) ds 
.z 
+ 46 4 it v(s) ds + lt-’ a,@, 7) [JTt v(s) ds] dT. (3.1) 
Let E + 0. By (xviii) and (xx) we have, for almost every t > 0, 
j-’ a(t, T) V(T) dT = a(t, 0) j-’ v(s) ds + Lt a#, T) [St v(s) ds] d7. (3.2) 
0 0 7 
Hence 
IO= v(t) lt a(t, T) V(T) d7 dt = s,’ a(t, 0) v(t) [jot v(s) ds] dt 
+ j’ I” a,(t, T) v(t) [s’ v(s) ds] dr dt. (3.3) 
0 0 7 
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Integrating the first term on the right of (3.3) by parts and using (xvi) and 
(xvii) we get 
By (xx) we can interchange the order of integration with respect to t and T 
in the second term on the right of (3.3), integrate by parts using (xix) and 
(xx), and again interchange the order of integration. We get 
= $ foT a$-, T)[s’ w(s) d 12 dT -4 JOT Lt at&, T) [s” $4 h] adT dt. (3.5) 7 7 
By (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), (2.1) is established. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Multiply (1.1) by g(x(t)) and integrate. We get 
GMT)) - WON -t s’ &W j-’ 4t, T) A’(+)) dT dt 
0 0 
= 
s oT gW>> f(t) dts (4.1) 
where G(x) = jig(e) df (/ x / < CO). Since (1.2) and (ix) hold, 
SUP~S~<~ I&(t>)I = K < ~0, SUP~GT<~ I WVI -C 03, and 
1 j-' &(tN f(t) dt 1 d K j- I f(t)1 dt < ~0. 
0 0 
Hence (4.1) yields 
By (i)-(iv) all of the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied, so (2.1) is true 
with w(t) = g(x(t)). Since u(t, 0) > 0, u,(t, 0) < 0, q(t, T) 3 0, and 
a&t, T) < 0, (2.1) and (4.2) imply that 
o$z’ 4 T, 0) [l= g(44) ds] ’ < 00 (4.3) 
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and 
The conclusion of Theorem 1 will be deduced from (4.4), once it is proved 
that the solution x(t) is uniformly continuous for 0 < t < co. To this 
end we first claim that 
lim sup 
t40 
1 lot 4~ 4 g(x(T>) dT 1 < 00. 
To simplify the notation let us define 
44 = lt a@, T) g(+)> dT, 
B(t) = (-’ %(t, T> [( dx(s)) ds] dT, 
c(t) = j-t. UT@, T> [s” &+)) ds] dTj 7 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
o(t) = ~(4 0) lot h(T)) dT, 
where E is given by (v) and fixed hereafter. By (3.2) we have A(t) = 
B(t) + C(t) + D(t). Suppose it is not true that 
limsup 1 D(t)1 < co. 
t-w 
(4.7) 
Then there is a sequence {tn} such that t, + 00 and 1 D(tJj + co as n + co. 
Since a,(& 0) < 0 we have u(t, , 0) < U(E, 0) so 1 j?g(x(T)) dT 1 + co as 
tt --+ co. This implies that a(&, , o)[j?g(x(T)) dT12 -+ co as 1z + co, which 
contradicts (4.3). Thus (4.7) is true. By (v) we have 
lim sup 1 C(t)\ < co. 
t-m (4.8) 
By (iv), B(t) is differentiable and 
B’(t) = j-at-’ %(t, 7) [( g@(s)) ds] dT 
+ g@(t)> j-ot-’ %(t> 7)dT + %(t, t- 6) j-1 g@(s)) ds. (4.9) 
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I W)l < I .&W)l k(t, t - 4 - 44 O)] + Kq(t, t - c> 
(4.10) 
Suppose (4.5) is false. By (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) there is a sequence {tn} 
such that t, -+ co and / B(t,)l + CO as n + 00. Let 6 be given by (vi). 
Then for t, < t < t, + 6 and n sufficiently large we have, by (4.10) and 
(vi), that ) B(t,) - B(t)/ < lr I B’(s)1 ds < 3 1 B(t,)j. Hence 
I WI > Q I WJI for t, < t < t, + 6, tl large. (4.11) 
Integrate (1 .l) from t, to t, + 6. Since, for large 71, B(t) is of one sign on 
the interval t, < t < t, + S we have 
I 4tn + 6) - -&>I > W) I %Jl - I”‘” I C(t)1 dt 
- I”‘” 1 D(t)/ dt - j.7 If(t)1 dt. (4.12) 
By (4.7), (4.8), and (1.2) we have that 1 x(tn + 6) - x(t,J -+ co as n -+ co, 
which contradicts (ix). This establishes (4.5). 
By (i), A(t) is a locally integrable function for 0 < t < co. This fact 
combined with (4.5), (1.2) and the relation x’(t) + A(t) = f(t) easily 
establishes the uniform continuity of x(t) for 0 < t < co. Since x(t) is 
also bounded and g(x) is continuous, we have that g(x(t)) is uniformly 
continuous for 0 < t < co. 
Suppose g@(t)) does not converge to zero as t + co. Then there is an 
increasing sequence {T,), T,, -+ co, and a y > 0,~ > 0 such that 1 g@(t))1 > y 
for T,, - 2~ < t < T,, . By (vii), for this 7 there is an 01 > 0 and an integer iV 
such that (-1) sien u&t, T)(t - T)~ dT > a for all t 2 T,v - 217. Thus, for 
N’ > N we have 
(- 1) LT”’ l atAt> 4 [[ g(44> b] 2 dTdt 
2 5 (-1) J1::. s,;, %(t, T> [s’ &(S)> A]’ dTdt 
?Z=N 7 
3 y2 $ (-1) j-” St (t - T)2Ut,(t, T) dT dt 
n=N T,-n t-n 
(4.13) 
3 +d(N - N). 
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Letting N’ -+ co, we contradict (4.4). Hence g(x(t)) -j 0 as t -+ co. The 
second part of the conclusion of Theorem 1 follows immediately from (4.3). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Before proving Theorem 2 we will need a preliminary result which will 
be used later. We claim that 
s 
m 
su,t(s, 0) ds < co. (5.1) 
1 
Since a,,(t, 0) > 0, the mean value theorem gives us a(& 0) - a(@, 0) = 
gt~,(y, 0) < &t(t, 0) < 0 f or a y, $t < y < t. Since a,(t, 0) < 0 we have 
ta,(t, 0) -+ 0 as t-+co. (5.2) 
If we integrate sr SQS, 0) ds by parts and use (5.2) we get (5.1). 
Let A(t) and D(t) be defined as in (4.6) and let 
E(t) = ut(t, 0) it &(4) dT, 
(5.3) 
F(t) = a(& 0) &(t)). 
We wish to show that lim,,, A(t) = 0. To show this we first claim that 
o’(t) + 0 as t-+co. (5.4) 
It is clear that 
D’(t) = E(t) +3-(t). (5.5) 
By Theorem 1, g@(t)) --t 0 as t + co. Since u,(t, 0) < 0 we have 
F(t) --f 0 as t-03. (5.6) 
Also we have 
E’(t) = at&, 0) sd’ g(W) dT + a& 0) &W (5.7) 
Suppose E(t) does not converge to zero as t ---f 03. Then there is an increasing 
sequence {t,J and an ol > 0 so that 1 E(t,)I > 01, t, --)r 00, tnfl - t, -+ co 
as n-+ 00. Let & = sup,<, I a,(t, O)l, K, = supt,gt I g@(t))/, and Mr = 
supost I &WI- Th en K, + 0 as n -+ CO. Pick a sequence {T,J so that 
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Tr, < &,l - t, for all n and K,T, + 0 and T,, -+ CC as n --f co. Then for 
t, < t < t, + T, we have, by (5.7) 
I E(t) - +n)l G 4 ly s4s, 0) ds + KoKnTn . W3) 
Hence 1 E(t)1 > $X for t, < t < t, + T, and n sufficiently large. By (5.5) 
we have 
Since / Jr” F(t) dt / < a(l,O) K,T, and Jiz”n j E(t)1 dt >, i&T,, we have 
1 o(tn + T,) - D(t,Jl - co as 71 --f OC), which contradicts (4.7). Hence 
E(t) -+ 0 as t ---f 03, and this combined with (5.5) and (5.6) establishes (5.4). 
Now pick sequences {a,}, {S,}, and {I’,> so that 6, + 0 as n -+ co, P, > P’ 
(given by (xii)) for all n, and / $,-” (t - T) utT(t, T) dr 1 < 6, for t > S, . 
This is possible by (xi). Let us define 
(5.10) 
and 
GO) = (” a,(& 4 [lrt g@(s)) A]dT. (5.11) 
By (3.2) we have A(t) = B(t) + G,(t) + H,(t) for t > P, . Also for t > P,, 
we have 
1 %$)I d ,=& 1 g@(S)>1 j-4, (t - T) a&, T) dT. (5.12) 
n\ 7l 
Differentiating G,(t) we have 
G,‘(t) = %(G t - pm) j-1, 
n 
g@(s)) do +&(t)) (” %(4 7) dT 
+ (” %(t, T) [[hs)) ds] dT (5.13) 
for t > P, . Hence, for t > P, we have 
(5.14) 
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Now pick a sequence {P,,‘} satisfying P,’ > S, , P,,’ > P,, so that if OL,, = 
supPn’-P,Gs 1 g(x(s))l, then a,P, -+ 0 as n + co and if t > P,‘, then 
$-,,, (t - T) u7(t, 7) & < MP,, . Now suppose A(t) does not converge to 
zero as t + CO. Then there is a sequence {f,J and an 01 > 0 so that t, > P,,‘, 
tn > P”(P,J (given by (xiii)), t,+l - t, -+ co as n -+ co and ) A( > CY 
for all 11. Let f, = supt,ss 1 D’(s)l, so by (5.7), 6, + 0 as n + co. Now 
pick a sequence {Tn) such that 
T,, < &+I- t, , T, + ~0, and .$,T,, + or,P,,T,, + a,T, -+ 0 as n + co. 
(5.15) 
Then, by (5.14) and ( xiii we have, for t, < t < t, + T, , ) 
IA(t) - &a)l < lrT” I W)l ds + I fL(t)l + I &&)I 
+ I:“” I GWI QTJ 
< W, + 2sPJ4 + QnTnK + MA + ,.sT,K. (5.16) 
By (5.15) and 8, ---f 0 we have / A(t) - A(&)/ < $CY for t, < t < t, + T, 
and n sufficiently large. Hence 
I 4)l > ifa for t, < t < t, + T, , 11 sufficiently large. (5.17) 
Integrating (1.1) we have 
I x(tn + Tn) - @n)l 2 I:“‘” I A(t)1 dt - / I:“‘“r(t, dt I. (5.18) 
By (1.2), (5.15) and (5.17) we have ( x(tn + T,) - x(t,J -+ co as n -+ co, 
which contradicts (ix). Hence A(t) + 0 as t + CO and the proof of Theorem 2 
is complete. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
It is a series of simple exercises to show that (xiv) and (xv) imply that 
hypotheses (i)-(vi) of Theorem 1 are satisfied. We will illustrate the tech- 
niques involved by showing that 
as 7 -+ to-. (6.1) 
Fix T > 0 so that t, < T. 
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Then 
j-’ f” a&, T) dT dt = l’ [u(t, t) - u(t, 0)] dt < 00. 
0 0 0 
By Fubini’s theorem si s: a,(t, T) dt dr < 00, so there is a 7s < to such that 
SF0 u,(t, T) dt < co. Since ut7(t, T) < 0 we have a,(t, , T) < a,(& T) for 
7s < t < to and hence 0 < (to - T) a,(t, , T) < j$’ a,(& T) dt. This estab- 
lishes (6.1). 
Similarly one can show 
(to - 7) %(to , 7) + 0 as 7 -+ to-. (6.2) 
Using (6.1) and (6.2) and integration by parts one can easily verify that 
hypotheses (i)-(vi) of Th eorem 1 are satisfied. Since we have assumed that 
(vii)-(ix) are true we have that g(x(t)) --f 0 as t -+ CO. 
Let us define 
(6.3) 
Then A(t) = B(t) + C(t). Since a(& T) is bounded, C(t) -+ 0 as t + ~13. 
We claim 
H(t) 4 0 as t-+co. (6.4) 
Since 
B’(t) = a(& t - 1) g(x(t - 1)) + it-’ 46 4 &W dT (6.5) 
(6.4) will be established if we can show 
s 
t-1 
4t, 7) g(+N dT + 0 as t-00. 66) 
0 
Since a,(& T) < 0, limt,, u(t, T) exists for each r > 0. Since u,,(t, T) 2 0, 
we have u(t, T) - a(&, 7) = &(y, Q-) < Qtut(t, T) < 0 for some y, i&t < 
y < t. Hence tu,(t, ) T -+ 0 as t -+ cc for each r > 0. Also, for any T > 0, 
a& T) < 44 4 < 46 0) so U,(t, T) + 0 as t -+ 00 uniformly for 0 < 
T < T. To prove (6.6), fi x E > 0. Then there is a T > 0 such that 
1 g&(t))/ < E for t > 2”. 
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By (xv) and the above we have 
1 I-’ a&, T) d+)) dT 1 < 1 LT 6 T>&(T)> dT / 
+ 1 I;-’ a& I>&> dT / & MIE + KE (6.7) 
for t so large that 1 at(t, T)l < ET-~ for 0 < 7 < T. This establishes (6.6). 
Suppose A(t) does not converge to zero as t + co. Then there is a sequence 
{tn} and an cy > 0 such that / A( > (Y for all n and t, -+ co, tnfl - t, --f CO 
as n -+ co. Let (Y, = SUP+~ 1 B’(s)\ and choose a sequence {T,} such that 
Tn G ha+1 - tn for all n; T,,-+ co, a,T,,-+O as II-+ co. (6.8) 
Then 1 A(t) - A( < jyrn I B’(s)1 ds + I C(t)1 + I C(t,)l < Se for t, < 
t < t, + T, and n sufficiently large. Hence 
I 4)l > 3a for t, < t < t, + T, and 11 sufficiently large. (6.9) 
Since A(t) is of one sign on the interval t, < t < t, + T, , if we integrate 
(l.l), we have 
1 x(tn + T,) - x(t,)l >, s”‘” ( A(t)1 dt - 1;” If(t)1 dt. (6.10) 
By (1.2), (6.9), and (6.10) we have I x(t, + T,,) - x(tJ -+ co as n + co, 
which contradicts (ix). Hence A(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
By a well-known result, (1 .l) has a local solution x(t). Suppose x(t) exists 
on the interval 0 < t < T. Multiplying (1.1) by g(x(t)) and integrating we 
get (4.1). By (xxi) we have 
‘WTN - G(xo) G 1’ I &W f(t)1 dt. (7.1) 
0 
By (xxii) there is a constant M, independent of T, such that 
I WTNI < M + K j-= I GW))fWl dt- 
0 
(7.2) 
Applying the Gronwall inequality to (7.2) we have that there is a constant Ml , 
independent of T, such that 
I WW)I < W - (7.3) 
S&.2/2-9 
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By (xxii) there is a constant Ma , independent of T, such that 
I x(T)1 < M, . (7.4) 
By the usual continuation argument we can extend x(t) to a solution of (1.1) 
for 0 < t < cc and preserve (7.4). 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
Let x(t) be a solution of (1 .l). We claim 
sup 1 1’ C(T) b(t - T) g@(T)) dT / < co. 
oa<m 0 (8-l) 
It is clear that 
o(til j jot 44 w - 4 &(4) dT 1< co* sup (8.2) 
Let v(T) = C(T) g(-%T)), B(t) = s;-’ V(T) b(t - T) dr, and o(t) = 
siVl V(T) b(t - T) dT. Then by (1.2), (xxiv), (xxv), and (xxvi) we have 
(8.3) 
Also B(t) is absolutely continuous for 1 < t < oo and B’(t) = v(t - 1) b(1) + 
.f; 4t - 0 dW) a.e. (see [8, proof of Theorem 11). By (xxiv) and (xxv), 
there is a constant M such that 
I B’(t)1 < M a.e. for 1 <t < co. (8.4) 
Suppose (8.1) is not true. Then there is a sequence {tn} such that t, -+ co 
and 1 B(t,)l ---f co as n + co. By (8.4) there is a S > 0 such that 
I B(t)1 > B 
Integrating (1.1) we have 
I &a + 6) - 4&J 
I Wn)I for t,<t<t,+S. (8.5) 
2 M~)S I Wn)l - 1 jfn+’ ~(4 Wt) dt 1 
tn 
- (8.6) 
By (8.3), (8.5), and (1.2) we have I x(ta + 6) - x(t,Jl -+ co as rz -+ co which 
contradicts (xxvi). This establishes (8.1). 
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By (8.1) there is a constant K > 0 such that 1 x’(t)1 < K + 1 f(t)\. Since 
f(t) E L1(O, co) we have that x(t) is uniformly continuous for 0 < t < CO. 
By (1.2) and (xxiv), w(t) is also uniformly continuous for 0 < t < co. 
We claim 
sum 1 SOT w(t) lt b(t - T) W(T) d7 dt 1 < 03. (8.7) 
Multiplying (1.1) by w(t) and integrating we get 
j-' c(t) &x(t)) x'(t) dt + 1’ v(t) (” y(t) b(t - T) W(T) dT dt 
0 0 0 
=I 
T 
w(t) f(t) dt- 
0 
By (xxiv) there exist continuous, nondecreasing functions cr( t) and c2( t) 
such that c(t) = cl(t) - c2(t). By B onnet’s form of the mean value theorem 
for integrals [IO, p. 661 we have 
s 
T 
c(t) &(tN 4t) dt 
0 
= 40) ~wl&(t)) W dt + cdT) j-‘&W> 4t) dt 
0 Ul 
- 40) I’ Mt)) x’(t) dt - cz(T) j-’ &W x’(t) dt (8.9) 
% 
for some yr and ys such that 0 < y1 , yz < T. Since x(t), cl(t), and c2(t) 
are bounded we have 
(8.10) 
By (1.2), (8.8), and (8.10) we have 
(8.11) 
Let H(t) = w(t)Jib(t - T)W(T) dT. S’ mce b(t) is of strictly positive type, 
ji H(t) dt > 0 for 0 < s < co. Integrating by parts we have 
JOT w(t) it y(t) b(t - T) W(T) dT dt = y(T)l’ H(t) dt 
- Jc,’ f(s) [[ H(t) dt] ds. (8.12) 
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By (xxiii), y’(s) < 0 a.e. for 0 < s < GO, so (8.11) and (8.12) imply 
sup y(T) 1’ H(t) dt < 00. 
OST 0 
(8.13) 
By (xxiii), supogT jiH(t) dt < cc and this establishes (8.7). Since b(t) is 
of strictly positive type and v(t) is uniformly continuous for 0 < t < co, 
Lemma 3 of [9] implies that o(t) + 0 as t + 03. By (xxiv), g@(t)) + 0 
ast+co. 
9. COMMENTS ON THE EXAMPLES 
It is a straightforward calculation to show that Example (2.3) satisfies 
the appropriate hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 and that Example (2.4) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. It should be observed that when 
a function h(t) satisfies h(t) E C2(0, a), (-1)” W(t) 3 0 (0 < t < co, 
k = 0, 1,2) and h(t) ~Ll(0, 1) then we have 
th(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 0+, (9.1) 
t&(t) + 0 as t--too, (9.2) 
t2h’(t) ---f 0 as t -+ Of. (9.3) 
It is easy to prove (9.1) and (9.2). For a proof of (9.3) see [2, Lemma 11. 
With the aid of (9.1)-(9.3) the relevant properties of Examples (2.3) and 
(2.4) follow by appropriate integration by parts. 
It should be observed that the hypothesis b(u(t) < 0 is used only to 
show that (vii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied since P3)(t) < 0 and b(t) f: b(m) 
imply bf2)(t) > 0 for 0 < t < 6 and some S (see [3, Lemma 21). One can 
remove this hypothesis from b(t) and still retain the conclusions of Theorems 1 
and 2. To prove this, note that for these examples (4.4) implies 
sup OsT lT s,t b”(t - T) [s:g(x(s)) ds]‘dT dt < co. (9.4) 
Since g@(t)) is still uniformly continuous for 0 < t < CO, the argument 
of [6, pp. 326-3271 gives us that g@(t)) -+ 0 as t -+ CO. 
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